An extensible and systematic force field, ESFF, for molecular modeling of organic, inorganic, and organometallic systems.
ESFF is a rule-based force field designed for modeling organic, inorganic, and organometallic systems. To cover this broad range of molecular systems, ESFF was developed in an extensible and systematic manner. Several unique features were introduced including pseudoangle and a dot product function representing torsion energy terms. The partial atomic charges that are topology-dependent are determined from ab initio (DFT) calculated electronegativity and hardness for valence orbitals. The van der Waals parameters are charge-dependent, and correlated with the ionization potential for atoms in various valence states. To obtain a set of well-defined and physically meaningful parameters, ESFF employs semiempirical rules to translate atomic-based parameters to parameters typically associated with a covalent valence force field. The atomic parameters depend not only on atom type, but also on internal type, thus resulting in a more accurate force field. This article presents the theory and the method used to develop the force field. The force field has been applied to molecular simulations of a wide variety of systems including nucleic acids, peptides, hydrocarbons, porphyrins, transition metal complexes, zeolites, and organometallic compounds. Agreement with the experimental results indicates that ESFF is a valuable tool in molecular simulations for understanding and predicting both crystal and gas phase molecular structures.